The Ultimate Guide

HOW TO PREP A HOME FOR
REAL ESTATE PHOTOS & VIDEO

BOWLOSANGELES.COM

Hi there!
I'm Cole.
owner of
Bow Los Angeles

@THECOLECONNOR

You want to make sure that when your photographer arrives
they will only have to do a quick walk through to make sure
everything is in order. If they have to help move things around,
they may not be able to finish before your appointment time is
up.
It is very important that you spend the time that is needed to
prepare your home so the photographer has something to work
with. Paying attention to these general guidelines will help
ensure photos turn out beautiful.

A LITTLE BIT OF PREPARATION
GOES A LONG WAY
Keep Scrollin'
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LESS IS MORE
The goal is to create a stylish, generic room in which the
buyer can picture themselves living.

Get Rid of Grime
A quick wipe down to “clean” the house isn’t enough to get rid of the grime.
It is important that all areas are properly cleaned in order to remove hard water buildup, dirt,
stains or anything else that might be visible. Make sure to get rid of fingerprints or marks on
door frames, metal finishes, etc.

Lighting
Before the photographer arrives, you should make sure that you are letting in as much light
as possible.
Open up the blinds and curtains, and turn on every light in your home. All lamps and surface
lights should be on, including the lights that are part of furniture and appliances such as
those on the stove or built into a bookshelf. If any light bulbs are burned out, make sure to
replace them and use high-wattage bulbs to make the room brighter.

No Pets
Any sign of animals in the house will likely resonate with the some viewers as dirty
or smelly.
If you have any pets, they need to be out of the way during the shoot. Make sure to
fix/cover up any damage to the property caused by your pets.
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HOW TO

PREPARE YOUR HOME

FOR REAL ESTATE PHOTOS / VIDEO

KITCHEN

LIVING ROOM

- Clear the counters

- The goal of the room should be to create a
beautiful and comfortable space.

- Get rid of extra small appliances that are
sitting around, as well as stacks of paper or
dishes that may be placed at the end of the
counter.
- Clear the school notices, crayon drawings,
and magnets off of the fridge.

- Remove any magazines. If bookshelves are
in the room, take out half of the books and
arrange the remaining books in a nice
pattern.
-Fluff pillows, fold throws and arrange
neatly.

FAMILY ROOM

DINING ROOM

- Make sure to pick up any clutter and
rearrange furniture to suit aesthetics versus
use.

- Make sure the dining table is wiped down
and the chairs are arranged neatly. You
might consider adding a nice centerpiece
on the table, such as bowl of fresh fruit or a
floral arrangement. Don’t leave any leftover
plates or dishes on the table.

- It is a good idea to pay attention to the way
the electronic cords are arranged, and try to
move them to a place so that they are out of
sight. Fluff pillows, fold throws and arrange
neatly.

BEDROOMS

- Wipe the table, sweep the floor, and mop
the floor to remove any marks.

BATHROOMS

- These rooms can attract a lot of clutter and
personality - try to store away anything
“loud” and put away a-lot of personal items.

- Besides matching towels and/or shower
curtain, EVERYTHING should be put away.
In the shower and tub, remove the
shampoo, soaps, washcloths, and baby toys.

- You want the bed to look beautiful and
inviting. Use a nice bedspread and big, fluffy
pillows that are neatly arranged at the head
of the bed. If anything is sitting on the
nightstand, get rid of it!

- The garbage cans, bathmats, laundry
baskets, extra toilet paper, the toilet brush,
and scales should also be moved out of the
room. Finish it off by closing the toilet, and
hang fresh towels on the towel rails.

WHAT
ABOU
EXTER T
IORS?
The exterior might just be the most
important part of the home because
first impressions can leave lasting
marks.

Exterior tasks should include:
Pull weeds
Trim trees and overgrown
shrubs
Rake up the leaves
Mow the lawn and edge
Wrap up garden hoses but
preferably put them away
in the garage or shed
Pick up any items that may
be laying around the yard

Pick up any items that may be
laying around the yard
Cover dirt with mulch to make it
look more attractive
Move cars out of the driveway
Sweep the porch and sidewalks
If you have outdoor furniture, wipe
it down & make sure that the
cushions look clean

NOW TIME TO BOOK YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER

